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AAdvdvenenturtures Of Hes Of Huckleberry Fuckleberry Finninn
by Mark Twain
Huckleberry Finn tells of his adventures traveling down the

Mississippi River on a raft with an escaped slave, and of the many

people they encounter, including a pair of swindlers and two

families in a feud.

Benjamin FBenjamin Frranklin: An American Lifanklin: An American Lifee
by Walter Isaacson
Chronicles the founding father's life and his multiple careers as a

shopkeeper, writer, inventor, media baron, scientist, diplomat,

business strategist, and political leader, while showing how his faith

in the wisdom of the common citizen helped to forge an American

national identity based on the virtues of its middle class.

Big Little LiesBig Little Lies
by Liane Moriarty
An annual school Trivia Night ends in a disastrous riot leaving one

parent dead in what appears to be a tragic accident, but evidence

shows it might have been premeditated.

Blood, Bones, And BBlood, Bones, And Buttutter: The Inadver: The Inadvertertenentt

EEducation Of A Rducation Of A Relucteluctanant Chet Cheff
by Gabrielle Hamilton
The chef of New York's Prune restaurant presents an unflinching

account of her search for meaning and purpose in the food-central

rural New Jersey home of her youth, marked by a first chicken kill,

an international backpacking tour, and the opening of a first

restaurant.

A WA Walk In The Walk In The Woods: Roods: Rediscoediscovvering America Onering America On

The Appalachian TThe Appalachian Trrailail
by Bill Bryson
A wry account of the author's adventurous and arduous trek along

the Appalachian Trail, and of its natural pleasures, human

eccentrics, and offbeat comforts.

The WThe Way-Back Ray-Back Room: A Moom: A Memoir Of A Deemoir Of A Detrtroitoit

ChildhoodChildhood
by Mary Minock
An American memoir that tells the story of a girl, born in the

mid-1940s, and is set against the blue-collar grit and texture of

multi-ethnic, pre-Vatican II, southwest Detroit.

Wild: FWild: Frrom Lom Lost Tost To Fo Found On The Pound On The Pacific Cracific Crest Test Trrailail
by Cheryl Strayed
The story of an ambitious 1,100-mile solo hike that broke down a

young woman reeling from personal crisis and catastrophe, and

built her back up again.

WinWintter's Boneer's Bone
by Daniel Woodrell
Ree Dolly's father, who is facing a drug charge and has put their

house up as bond, has gone missing and Ree, who is caring for her

two younger brothers and a mentally ill mother, must find him to

save her family.
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